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	NAME: Gallamite
	DESCRIPTION: Gallamites are short, averaging only 1.6m in height, & slender, averaging 50kg. They have a slightly greenish cast to their amber skin. There hands have 4 digits, 3 long slender fingers & an opposable thumb. Their eyes are somewhat larger than Humans, & they have an epicanthic fold similar to Asian Humans. The ears are small & pointed like those of a Vulcan. Their culture is quiet & contemplative for the most part. They excel in the sciences, having a natural affinity for mathematics. Although not as well known as the Vulcan Science Academy or the Daystrom Institute, the Campus of Mathematical & Analytical Arts on Gallam II is widely respected in scientific circles.Names: Their surname goes before their given name. Male: Boday, Borosh, Dabisch, Sintay, Worvan.Female: Eman, Ekaf, Joham, Oday, O'd'taa. Surname: Eronaq, Nalak, Sokazs, Besasek.
	ERA: TOS and beyond
	Text Field 13:  History is just one damned thing after another.
	Text Field 7: Control+1, Fitness+1, Reason+1
	Text Field 8: The most distinguishing feature is that there cranium is transparent, there brain is twice the size of a Human brain, and they have a toothy smile. Some races feel a mild atavistic discomfort at seeing a living brain pulsing inside there cranium, and some wear a close-fitting hood-like garment to avoid making others uncomfortable.
	TALENTS: Gallamite, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Scientific Aptitude/Mathematics Genius
	TALENT TEXT 1: When you use the Science Discipline or make use of Mathematics, you gain 1d20 to your rolls. When using Mathematics specifically, you lower the difficulty by 2, minimum of 1. If either are successful, you gain a bonus momentum for the Obtain Information Spend. It cannot be saved. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Thinker
	TALENT TEXT 2: Due to your cerebral mass, your capacity for thought is more pronounced then most other species. Whenever you use your Reason Attribute, you lower the difficulty of your rolls by 1, to a minimum of 1. If successful, you gain 1D20 to your next roll, related to the Reason roll.  
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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